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I lay here, exhausted and more confused than when my night first started. I've just discovered
something else about myself that I wish wasn't true. Not only do I have to feed on the blood of
humans, I've also found out that I need the "essence of a man" as Theoden called it, in order to
survive. If that isn't enough on my plate, I know Theoden wants to break me down even more. He
won't be happy until he's taken every part of me that wants to fight him and crushed it under his
foot. He wants me to submit to him and I only pray that I can resist his hold over me. Warning: This
novelette series contains hardcore sexual situations between men, not meant for sensitive eyes.
Iâ€™m talking crude, lewd and full of attitude. This series will most likely either offend you or get ya
revved up. This series isnâ€™t going to be pulling any punches whatsoever, so youâ€™ve been
warned. Mature Adult Content meant for readers looking for something dark, taboo, sexy, and
unapologetic in their paranormal erotica. This is NOT a romance. This novelette is approximately
18800 words.*As of 1/2/15, this novel has been re-edited for your reading enjoyment.
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This is got to be one of the best series that I have read in a very long time. This is a dark erotic
bdsm like paranormal story that is so refreshing and new that makes it so intense that you read
through it and are so excited for the next installment. This series MUST be read in order or it will

make little sense and you will not get the true enjoyment from it. Definitely one that I have
recommended to friends and one that is in my favorites section in my Kindle.

Addicted just wont cover it...not even sure why. (laughs) But yeah before this series Nicholas was a
unknown Author to me. Now all I want to do is bask in his talent not only to weave such dark,
intense magic he pushes you right over the cliff. In a world of paranormal combined with BDSM
more SM than the BD.. but wow.Each book as this one is short and to the point, you need to read
them in order but its well worth your time.Theoden is a force to reckon with every part of him
demands respect and he wont be denied. Noel is or was a resistance fighter and now he belongs to
one of the most powerful Vampire Lords in existence. There are times I just wanted to shake Noel
and say really?? Still fighting? for what exactly. The pain Noel has endured was his in the making, a
hard lesson to learn. In this book 4 lessons still to be learned but also the time has come to bond,
not only with his Sire/Master but the rest of his brothers. As he tries to continue to fight to keep
himself, Theoden strives to show him just what he is and what he's lost but there are times you will
see a wee bit, just a wee bit of softness in the Great Vampire Lord.The story is quick, scenes
intense and well written. I think I even cringed myself at certain parts. This so far as been a
awesome amazing series. Again as the others.. its not for the faint of heart. Those of you that likes
the dark and intense.. then I recommend this book and the series. Enjoy

OMG ~ Where does one even begin "reviewing" anything that the marvelous Nicholas Bella writes?
I recently discovered this author and I am committed and recommend you do the same. Start from
the beginning with Episode One of Season One. It's free, no excuses.

After having to submit to his brothers, Noel is finally learning it is easier to submit and admit the truth
of enjoying all of the activities then suffering the consequences.This Series is unlike any you have
read before. On to book 5!

This is the forth book in the series and it is smoking hot! Mr. Bella is turning up the heat in this one.
Noel is at a turning point where his will to resist is warring with his needs as a vampire. He is still
true to his character and gets the punishment no man would ever want. But now he has learned an
important lesson about who his sire is and how much he can read of Noel. The test today is proving
his submission, and Theoden is not one to test his subjects easily. No, he wants to make sure the
lesson is learned the first time. Noel is quickly learning that resistance is futile, and pleasure can be

had by doing what is demanded of him. Noel is well on the way to the dark side, and he might even
go willingly.This series gets more and more intense and I cannot wait to see where the next book
takes us. The stakes are higher, and Noel is finally beginning to get with the program. I can only
imagine where the author will take us next! If you love a dark and twisted tale as much as I do, this
series is perfect.

I was so looking forward to this book, I locked myself in a silent room to have some private time just
for myself and this sexy read! And damn....Nicholas Bella seems never to disappoint me, no matter
what! With every installment in this awesome series you are drawn closer and closer to Theoden
and nearly can't resist just like Noel to submit his evil but hot as hell charme and sex appeal. While
reading you nearly feel the silent growl and the tingle and sizzling on your skin like poor Noel....It's
amazing and addictive like nothing else.Will Noel give in? Can he safe that little that's left of him?
well, i won't spoil or tell. You just have to read this!!Nicholas Bella can hardly write anything by now
that I don't devour with pleasure and that I love the instant I start reading it. He has a kind of writing
style that catches me instantly and wholy, no matter what!!

Hello everyone-- I rec'd an ARC of this tantalizing book from the author -NICHOLAS BELLA. In
exchange for an honest opinion. This is mousieys very honest opinion of this delectable book!Yes
you read that right- This is the 4th book in the CHAINED IN DARKNESS series. We have found our
human Noel now living as vampire. He has gone through so far 3 levels of training or transition. His
master/sire or Lord depending on what Theodus wants Noel to call him. Has so far ACCEPTED him
into his house and the vampire society. Then we found Noel going through PUNISHMENT in the
2nd book. His sire has a whole series of punishments planned for Noel. Our 3rd book was
LESSONS. This is where poor Noel has got to learn a veryhard series of Lessons from his master.
Until he is able to do everything that Theodus wants to him. He will continue on this downward
spiral. Then you have our 4th book- SUBMISSION!! Now can you imagine our new vampling is
having to go through now?? We all have to submit to changes and what is best for us. But the
question is does Noel finally submit to his new sire and what he wants??All the books in this series
are very fast reads. You will find yourself gobbling up one after the other. Just to find out what is
happening next in the life of Noel. I know that I did - I had to have the next book in his life. This book
is recommended for those over 18 years of age, and love paranormal ertica. Mousiey gives a rating
of 40 out of 5 stars for CONTROL. NOW FLASH YOURSELF TO GET A COPY OF THIS TODAY
AND YOU WILL NOT REGRET READING IT AT ALL.!! WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR ??
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